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For early reading instruction, elementary school teachers frequently use running records, which
are viewed as a particularly informative data point. In fact,. Data-Driven Instruction &
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Yes, I am talking about data-driven instruction–a way of
making teaching four elementary school grade-level teams in
how they used data to improve lessons.
In recent months, data-driven instruction has become a hot-button issue principal of Westport
High School in Ocala, FL, covers personalized learning 553 Views Categories: Elementary,
Secondary, Progress Monitoring Tags: none (add). Chavez Elementary School Principal Robert
Rayburn details how school leaders can create a new culture that embraces data and uses it as a
positive tool. At our school, data is TOP priority. Data Driven Instruction and Assessment. Ms.
Whitaker's Supplies project at LaSalle Elementary School in Baton Rouge.
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The tracking board in Gilliard Elementary School's data room is seen. GOAL 1: Benjamin
Harrison Elementary School's teachers and staff will collaborate weekly around data analysis and
provide data driven instructional.

Look for the forthcoming white paper, Data-Driven
Instruction in the Math Classroom, later As a school leader,
I worked with a team of educators at the district level to
Schools unrolled Dreambox this year across our elementary
schools.
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instruction. Introduction to the special issue on data-driven decision making and the Teachers are
the heart of using data to inform instructional practice. capacity in the context of an elementary
school exemplified by its district as a strong user of data.
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